Tukiliit
The Stone People Who Live in the Wind
Norman Hallendy

For centuries the Inuit have been building rock structures, called tukiliit, across the Arctic. Hallendy provides thoughtful insight into their meaning and purpose.

“Hallendy ... writes with ... engaging style, illustrating the text with fine photographs... This is a book of fine art and powerful beauty.”
—Library Journal

August 2009
128 pages, 8 x 9, 90 color photos
$19.95 / ISBN: 978-1-60223-057-6 (paper)

Point Hope, Alaska
Life on Frozen Water
Berit Arnestad Foote

This book is a window into the daily life and the environment of the Tikigaq, the Inupiaq people of Point Hope, Alaska, as seen in photographs taken by young Norwegian artist Berit Arnestad Foote from 1959 to 1962. In Berit Foote’s days in Point Hope fifty years ago, the ice covered the sea in October and did not clear until July. In recent years, however, the arctic ice has been changing rapidly, and so are the lives of people in Point Hope and across the North. This book—a call to action as well as a work of art—provides powerful documentation of how profoundly the entire fabric of a community’s life and culture is affected by the ice that surrounds it.

September 2009
204 pages, 9.8 x 11, 192 photos, 1 map
$65.00 / ISBN: 978-1-60223-065-1 (cloth)
Alaska at 50
The Past, Present, and Next Fifty Years of Alaska Statehood
Edited by G. W. Kimura

In 2009 Alaska celebrates its fiftieth anniversary of U.S. statehood. Noteworthy writers and researchers address the past, present, and future of the state. The topic is divided into three overarching sections—art, culture, and humanities; law, economy, and politics; and environment, people, and place. Generously supplemented with photographs, this engaging volume provides an overview of Alaska statehood and some compelling ideas for the future.

October 2009 / 264 pages, 6 x 9, 50 historical photos
$30.00 / ISBN: 978-1-60223-061-3 (cloth)

Where the Rivers Meet the Sky
A Collaborative Approach to Participatory Development
Timothy Kennedy

The SKYRIVER process—a video communication tool developed by Timothy Kennedy to allow Alaska Natives in remote areas to express their concerns directly to elected officials—has received a great deal of recognition for its innovative use of video and film in the decision-making process. This direct communication between the villages and government officials led, ultimately, to positive social change. This book is a detailed review of how the SKYRIVER process evolved and the lessons learned.

August 2009 / 227 pages, 5.5 x 8.5, 19 photos
$20.00 / ISBN: 978-983-9054-51-4 (paper)
Distributed for Southbound Sdn. Bhd.

Alaska Politics and Public Policy
The Dynamics of Beliefs, Institutions, Processes, Personalities, and Power
Edited by Clive S. Thomas

Prominent scholars and community leaders re-evaluate past issues and forecast future challenges. This volume provides a clear view into the complex workings of the forty-ninth state for public officials, business leaders, students, and the general public.

December 2009 / 864 pages, 7 x 10, 30 graphs, maps, and figures
$40.00 / ISBN: 978-1-60223-062-0 (cloth)
**Fighting for the Forty-Ninth**  
*C. W. Snedden and the Long Struggle for Alaska Statehood*  
Terrence Cole

In the 1950s C. W. Snedden, owner of the *Fairbanks Daily News-Miner*, used his newspaper and his unrivaled access to the top ranks of the Eisenhower Administration to advance the cause of Alaska statehood. He orchestrated a national press campaign for Alaska’s admission to the union and to open the North Slope to oil development. This is the story of how an independent newspaper publisher played a pivotal role in the making of modern Alaska.

November 2009 / 350 pages, 6 x 9, 100 photos  
$30.00 / ISBN: 978-1-883309-06-0  
* Distributed for the University of Alaska Foundation

---

**A Place of Belonging**  
*Five Founding Women of Fairbanks, Alaska*  
Phyllis Demuth Movius

The author introduces us to five women who settled in Fairbanks between 1903 and 1923. Their daily lives and personal stories are drawn from their letters, memoirs, personal papers, club records, oral histories, and published writings. Illustrated with many never-before-published photos, Movius’s research provides a unique insight into the lives of pioneering women on America’s northern frontier.

September 2009 / 120 pages, 6 x 9, 74 photos  
$17.95 / ISBN: 978-1-60223-064-4 (paper)

---

**All That Glitters**  
*The Life and Times of Joe Ladue, Founder of Dawson City*  
Ed and Star Jones

Like many men of humble origins, Joseph Francis Ladue (1854–1901) sought to strike it rich. His quest took him from the dusty, rowdy boomtowns of Deadwood and Tombstone to the unexplored territory of Canada’s Yukon. When gold was discovered in the Klondike, he founded Dawson City. Painstakingly researched, *All That Glitters* brings readers the exciting, vivid life story of a northern pioneer.

August 2009 / 348 pages, 6.1 x 9.3, 24 photos  
$34.95 / ISBN: 978-0-973268-39-3 (cloth)  
* Distributed for Friday 501 Media Inc.*
Common Interior Alaska Cryptogams
Fungi, Lichenicolous Fungi, Lichenized Fungi, Slime Molds, Mosses, and Liverworts
Gary A. Laursen and Rodney D. Seppelt

With Common Interior Alaska Cryptogams, Gary A. Laursen and Rodney Seppelt offer the first field guide to cryptogams of the interior Alaska. Useful to both lay and professional investigators, this fully illustrated compendium covers mushroom fungi, lichenized fungi, lichenicolous fungi, slime molds, mosses, and liverworts. This field guide will provide a basis for understanding their vast diversity of taxa, speciation, edibility, relative abundance, and utility, as well as the ecological roles played by these organisms.

August 2009
256 pages, 6 x 9, 338 color figures, 113 b&w figures
$26.95 / ISBN: 978-1-60223-058-3 (cloth)

Field Techniques for Sea Ice Research
Edited by Hajo Eicken, Rolf Gradinger, Maya Salganek, Kunio Shirasawa, Don Perovich, and Matti Leppäranta

As much as one-tenth of the world’s oceans are covered with sea ice, or frozen ocean water, at some point during the annual cycle. Sea ice thus plays an important, often defining, role in the natural environment and the global climate system.

This book is a global look at the changes in sea ice and the tools and techniques used to measure and record those changes. The first comprehensive research done on sea ice field techniques, this volume will be indispensable for the study of northern sea ice and a must-have for scientists in the field of climate change research.

December 2009
588 pages, 7 x 10, 218 figures
$65.00 / ISBN: 978-1-60223-059-0 (cloth)
**Bone Strings**  
Anne Coray  

“like a dark flame burned  
my mind’s petty length.  
I’m tired of human clamor,  
smudge and clutter of the world.  
Who wants to go on  
governed by the same rude horns,  
the demagogues, the rabble?”

Unapologetic in her attempts to bring the plight of the environment to the masses, Anne Coray’s words are forthright, her language clear. *Bone Strings* is a harrowing, magnificent, and morbid examination of Alaska’s jeopardized wilderness.

August 2009 / 77 pages, 6 x 9  
$15.00 / ISBN: 978-0-9670224-9-9 (paper)  
*Distributed for Scarlet Tanager Books*

**Cartography of Water**  
Mike Burwell  

Burwell’s poetry is hauntingly evocative, palpably conveying his love of the natural world and of Alaska as he navigates his reader on a steady current of powerful images. His poems evoke Alaska’s landscapes, and each poem thoughtfully maps the world around him.

August 2009 / 77 pages, 6 x 9  
*Distributed for NorthShore Press*

**Changing Paths**  
*Travels and Meditations in Alaska’s Arctic Wilderness*  
Bill Sherwonit  

An engrossing and eye-opening tale of one man’s life and of wilderness conceptions, this vivid description of an area of Alaska that few people get to experience is authentic and enlightening. It is an extraordinary contribution to the literature of place from one of Alaska’s most accomplished nature writers.

September 2009 / 224 pages, 6 x 9, 4 photos, 2 maps  
$21.95 / ISBN: 978-1-60223-060-6 (paper)
The Little Seal
An Alaska Adventure
Ram Papish

Written and illustrated by a biologist with years of experience in Alaska, The Little Seal introduces young readers to the amazing life of a northern fur seal in the Bering Sea. Through beautiful, scientifically correct illustrations and inviting rhymes, children learn about fur seals and the environment in which they live.

October 2009 / 48 pages, 8.5 x 11, 21 color illustrations
$15.95 / ISBN: 978-1-60223-068-2 (cloth)

Apun
The Arctic Snow
Matthew Sturm

The Iñupiaq Eskimos have some twenty-five words that describe types of snow. This knowledge of snow has been key to their survival. Geared towards grades 3–4, this book, and the available teacher’s guide, is designed to teach a new generation the physics and importance of arctic snow cover.

October 2009 / 44 pages, 7 x 10, 53 illustrations
$12.95 / ISBN: 978-1-60223-069-9 (paper)

Apun: A Teacher’s Guide
November 2009 / 50 pages, 72 illustrations

Skijor With Your Dog
Mari Hoe-Raitto & Carol Kaynor

Skijoring is the thrilling experience of being pulled on skis by one or more dogs in harness. Learn about equipment, how to teach your dog to pull, and much more. Updated resources and bibliography.

Skijor With Your Dog gives you all the information you need to get started in this exciting sport. This is an invaluable basis for learning to enjoy your dog and skijoring.

— Four-Time Iditarod Champion Susan Butcher

September 2009 / 200 pages, 6 x 9, 70 photos
Distributed for OK Publishing
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